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Abstract

An exemplar of human-machine communication, voice-based assistants (VBAs) embedded in smartphones and smart speakers simplify everyday tasks while collecting significant data about users and their environment. In recent years, devices using VBAs have continued to add new features and collect more data—in potentially invasive ways. Using Communication Privacy Management theory as a guiding framework, we analyze data from 11 focus groups with 65 US adult VBA users and nonusers. Findings highlight differences in attitudes and concerns toward VBAs broadly and provide insights into how attitudes are influenced by device features. We conclude with considerations for how to address boundary regulation challenges inherent in human-machine interactions.
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**Introduction**

Recent years have seen an explosion in the Internet of Things (IoT) and smart technologies designed to simplify people’s lives. IoT refers to a network of interconnected computing components, digital and mechanical objects, and living organisms; each thing is given a unique identifier enabling data transfer over the network (Alhammadi et al., 2019). These smart technologies are everywhere—from workplaces to homes, cars, and schools—and include smart light switches, appliances, thermostats, digital assistants, door locks, and more. They enable people to remotely complete routine tasks, such as turning lights on/off, checking refrigerator contents, or adjusting a home’s temperature. Importantly, in order to offer such functionality, IoT devices collect and transmit significant amounts of data about people and their environment.

Although IoT devices provide significant utility and convenience, they also raise concerns about what data is being collected, how that data is stored, to whom that data is transmitted, what control users have managing that data, and how that data might be used in the future. These devices contain a variety of sensors that collect audio, location, movement, and other trace data. Analysis of such data can reveal information about people’s likes and dislikes, eating and exercise habits, location, and more (Boeckl et al., 2019). Privacy threats include platforms misusing data collected from IoT devices (Lynskey, 2019), law enforcement unexpectedly accessing IoT devices (Díaz, 2020), and harm from intimate partners (Levy & Schneier, 2020).

In this paper, we focus on one of the most popular IoT interfaces—voice-based assistants (VBAs) found in smartphones and smart speakers in millions of homes. Because of their popularity, VBAs provide an important exemplar of human-machine communication; users interact with a human-like conversational user interface to achieve tasks (Guzman, 2019; Weidmüller, 2022). As companies design newer versions of these devices, they introduce new features that collect a wider range of data through more channels, especially once users start linking multiple smart devices together. While marketed as increasing convenience, the influx of audio, video, and other sensor data creates new privacy risks for people deciding which smart devices to use and how to interact with them.

Using data collected from 11 focus groups (N = 65) with both VBA users and nonusers in the US, we evaluate how those who regularly use these devices—as well as those who have chosen not to use them—feel about these advances in device features, as well as the wider implications of the growth of IoT technology. We interpret our findings using Petronio’s (2002) Communication Privacy Management theory (CPM), which considers the tensions individuals experience when sharing private information and the turbulence that arises when privacy rules are broken. While this theory has largely focused on interpersonal communication, we extend it to human-machine communication to explore factors people consider when deciding whether to use VBAs. We argue CPM provides a useful framework for considering what ownership and control mean when data is shared with a company rather than an individual, and we reflect on how companies may address challenges with boundary regulation in their features and policies.
**Literature Review**

One of the most common applications of IoT is in home automation, providing users with convenient ways to manage home appliances, lights, power outlets, door locks, and other smart devices (Zeng et al., 2017). Smart home devices can be managed through a mobile or web interface, or through voice commands to smart speakers via voice-based assistants (VBAs). Use of VBA-powered smart speakers has grown: 33% of the US population (age 12+) owned a smart speaker in 2022, up from 27% in 2020 and 18% in 2018 (Edison Research, 2022). People use VBAs most frequently to access music, conduct hands-free searches, and control other devices connected to smart hubs (Ammari et al., 2019). VBAs can be customized to make routines more efficient, such as lowering lights and playing soothing music at bedtime, and they can support caregiving and accessibility for older adults and people with disabilities (Pradhan et al., 2018).

**Privacy Concerns With Smart Home Devices**

Although useful in many scenarios, smart devices blur boundaries between public and private spaces, and scholars have started exploring how users and nonusers understand the privacy implications of integrating “always listening” VBAs in home environments. In evaluating the public’s understanding of privacy issues related to social robots, Lutz & Tamò-Larrieux (2020) found respondents were most concerned about personal information shared with device manufacturers. This study was largely based on nonusers of smart devices; similarly, Lau et al. (2018) found that nonusers saw little utility in VBAs/smart speakers and were less trusting of service providers, while McLean and Osei-Frimpong (2019) found that perceived privacy risks of smart speakers significantly dampened perceptions of device benefits.

Conversely, researchers have found that VBA users generally have low privacy concerns regarding their smart devices (Lutz & Newlands, 2021). Compared to nonusers, users report higher confidence that companies will ensure the privacy, safety, and security of their data (Liao et al., 2019). VBA users often have a limited understanding of how the systems collect, store, and analyze their data (Lau et al., 2018; Zeng et al., 2017), and news articles have highlighted how data sharing, access, and use by these companies may be surprising or problematic to users (e.g., Day et al., 2019; Fowler, 2018). Likewise, Ammari et al. (2019) found that respondents frequently could not articulate specific privacy concerns; when they did, concerns centered on uncertainty about when the device was listening and third parties accessing VBA data. Zeng et al. (2017) found that respondents rationalized this lack of concern as not feeling personally targeted, trusting potentially adversarial actors, and believing their existing mitigation strategies were sufficient.

These studies highlight that smart device users often express few privacy concerns, but their rationalizations suggest an incomplete understanding of privacy risks, a complicated trust relationship with VBA companies, and reliance on the sociotechnical context in which VBAs reside. Building on this, Easwara Moorthy and Vu (2015) found that when users understand privacy risks associated with VBAs, they attempt to mitigate concerns by using simple strategies (e.g., only using in private spaces). While their research calls for better design of VBAs to account for such user practices, subsequent work suggests that privacy
controls are infrequently used and not aligned with user needs (Lau et al., 2018; Malkin et al., 2019).

**Framing the Study: Communication Privacy Management Theory**

Numerous privacy frameworks provide a means for evaluating how users navigate privacy concerns related to technology. For example, privacy calculus (Culnan, 1993; Laufer & Wolfe, 1977) describes the cost-benefit analysis individuals make when deciding whether to share personal information. In the case of VBAs, privacy calculus would argue that consumers engage in a rational analysis of the risks and benefits of using a smart speaker; if the benefits outweigh the risks, they are more likely to use it. Alternatively, Nissenbaum’s (2009) theory of privacy as contextual integrity (CI) asserts that interactions occur in particular contexts, and norms govern people’s expectations of how personal information should flow within any given context. If a technology or practice disrupts those norms, it could pose a privacy concern, irrespective of whether the information was public or private. VBAs, which record and transmit audio data to a third party, might represent a disruption of existing informational norms. In the current study, we rely on Petronio’s (2002) Communication Privacy Management theory (CPM) to evaluate how users’ privacy calculus is impacted by the types of contextual disruptions CI highlights.

Building on work by Altman (1975), Petronio (2002) argues that people engage in a “mental calculus” when making information disclosure decisions. CPM provides insights into how people navigate tensions between revealing and concealing information—tensions that might erupt with changes in pre-existing contextual norms. While CPM is an interpersonal communication theory, we can extend its principles to human-machine communication and interactions between users and smart devices. We argue that such an extension is useful, given that the anthropomorphization of VBAs leads many users to perceive them as social beings (Guzman, 2019).

CPM provides five core assumptions regarding the relationship between individuals and their private information (Petronio, 2002; Petronio et al., 2021). First, people believe they own and have the right to control access to their private information. A smart speaker user would therefore believe they own and control any data collected by their device, including voice commands. Second, people employ privacy rules to control their private information. Privacy rules are generally organized into three categories related to boundary permeability, ownership, and linkage (Xu et al., 2022). When considering interactions between a user and a smart speaker, less control is possible than in interpersonal communication. How privacy rules are enforced is unclear and relies heavily on whether a user trusts the company with whom they share their data.

The third and fourth assumptions of CPM note that private information, once shared, becomes co-owned, and co-owners negotiate rules regarding if, when, and how information can be further shared. Companies’ privacy policies provide a legal framework for how they manage that co-ownership; however, a variety of scenarios may cause misunderstandings and rule breakdowns. Fifth, when rules are violated, boundary turbulence arises and may cause relational tensions and a breach of trust. Such turbulence may be challenging to navigate when a company breaks a privacy rule. While the easiest way to resolve turbulence would be to stop using a device, that may not be a feasible solution.
Two recent survey studies have explored how CPM may apply to human-machine communication, and specifically to smart speaker use. Xu and colleagues (2022) found that smart speaker users employed two types of privacy rules when interacting with devices: privacy settings review (ownership rule) and limiting access (permeability rule). However, linkage rules were not observed, likely because users can rarely negotiate with companies regarding data sharing. Kang and Oh (2021) also explored the role that perceived benefits and risks played in the use of privacy management strategies. They found that privacy self-efficacy had a moderating effect on the employment of these strategies; those with high self-efficacy were more likely to engage in higher disclosure and higher boundary control.

Taken together, this prior work on VBAs illustrates how privacy concerns might influence people’s adoption and use of smart home devices and VBAs. Specifically, nonusers might be more sensitive to privacy issues, while users might value social and utilitarian benefits over privacy (McLean & Osei-Frimpong, 2019; Zheng et al., 2018) or trust the company to mitigate lingering privacy concerns (Liao et al., 2019). In this paper, we extend this prior work to consider the role that perceived privacy risks play in VBA (non-)adoption and how the addition of advanced features in VBA-embedded devices affects perceptions of privacy risks. Specifically, we ask:

RQ1: How do users and nonusers navigate privacy concerns related to VBAs?

RQ2: How do users’ and nonusers’ attitudes toward VBAs shift as new features are added that collect more types of data?

Method

This study was conducted at two US public universities: one located on a suburban campus in the eastern US with 41,000 students, the other on an urban campus in the midwestern US with 24,000 students. In January 2018, the authors obtained a random sample of approximately 3,000 university staff at each university and invited them to complete a survey about their VBA use. To help ensure a diverse pool of adult participants, the sample population included all university staff levels, but excluded faculty and undergraduate student employees. Participants could enter their email addresses if they were interested in joining a follow-up focus group. We received survey responses from 1,160 people, and 705 expressed interest in a follow-up study.1

We chose focus groups because they are especially useful for exploring perceptions and generating ideas (Straus, 2019). They also provide a natural setting for participants to interact, respond to, and build on others’ comments (Krueger, 2014). To maximize the diversity of perspectives, we used criterion sampling (Patton, 2002). We first divided prospective participants into groups based on whether they used home-based VBAs, phone-based VBAs, both, or neither. We then created three types of sessions: (1) users only, (2) nonusers only, and (3) a mix of users and nonusers. We conducted 11 focus groups (2–8 participants per group) with 65 people across the two universities. See Table 1 on the following page for session details.

1. See Liao et al. (2019) for an analysis of the survey data.
Each session lasted 1 hour and included a semi-structured protocol, starting with questions about participants’ general attitudes toward new technologies, followed by a discussion about their use (or non-use) of VBAs. For each session, a moderator from the research team guided the participants through the prepared questions, while a second team member observed and took notes. Participants viewed a commercial for the newly released Amazon Echo Show—which includes a screen, camera, and additional integrations with other smart devices—and shared their reactions. We chose the Echo Show because it encapsulated broader trends in IoT development, including advanced audio and visual features and deeper links into ecosystems of devices and accounts. In some sessions, participants also discussed the Echo Look, a recently released device at the time of data collection that included a camera and was marketed as a tool to upload pictures of outfits and get fashion advice from peers. At the conclusion of each session, participants received a US$15 Amazon gift card.

Sessions were audio recorded, and files were transcribed and imported into Dedoose for qualitative analysis. Data analysis included two cycles of coding (Miles et al., 2014). First, the research team developed an initial codebook based on the interview protocol.
and researcher notes from the sessions (provisional or protocol coding). Each team member coded a transcript separately, noting where new codes could be added or existing codes collapsed. The team met to refine and finalize the codebook. Two team members then coded each transcript, with the team meeting regularly to resolve coding differences by consensus. For the second cycle, the team identified six codes relevant to this study’s research question (listed in Table 2). Excerpts were exported into Excel, and each team member selected specific codes and analyzed the excerpts for patterns (pattern coding). For instance, one pattern in the VBA listening code was perceptions of home VBAs as more invasive than phone-based VBAs. The team discussed these patterns and linked them to the research questions to identify key themes related to the research questions. All participant names reported below are pseudonyms to protect participant identities.

Findings

**RQ1: Rationalizing Privacy Concerns in VBA (Non-)Adoption**

We observed notable differences in how VBA users and nonusers talked about privacy concerns. Aligning with and extending prior work, we found that users focused more on the benefits of the technology—often downplaying privacy risks because they felt the data was not sensitive, or felt they lacked any meaningful ability to control data collection in the first place—while nonusers described privacy concerns as one of the reasons they avoided VBAs.

VBA users lacked a sense of data sensitivity and felt little ability to control their data, leading to lower privacy concerns and a focus on utility. While data ownership and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Name</th>
<th>Code Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compare VBAs</td>
<td>Explicit statements comparing features of or attitudes toward two or more versions of VBAs (e.g., Siri, Home, Echo Show).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy-Security</td>
<td>Talking broadly about how technology affects privacy, security, surveillance, and related topics. Strategies used to attain desired level of privacy/security. Comments about corporations using/accessing their data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBA Listening</td>
<td>Responses to question, “Do you have a sense of when these devices are listening for your voice or if they’re always listening?” General comments about VBA microphones and their capabilities, as well as concerns about when VBAs are capturing audio data or what happens to that data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing to Hide</td>
<td>Comments that there are minimal risks to using VBAs (e.g., “life is boring”).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy Apathy</td>
<td>Comments reflecting belief that privacy is dead, we’re already tracked in many ways, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echo Show</td>
<td>Comments and discussion after watching the Echo Show commercial.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
control are key components of CPM, many VBA users expressed little interest in managing their voice data due to a perception that the data is not sensitive—and thus posed no risks. For example, James said, “There’s nothing I would share that Alexa would hear that would embarrass me at any point in time.” Likewise, Emma said she doesn’t worry about potential security risks from these devices because she is not doing anything to warrant attention: “I’m boring. I don’t have my ballistic missiles sitting in my living room.” Others described their lives as “uninteresting” and unworthy of government focus, as when Jackie said, “I live a very boring and average life. I would probably never be tagged by the FBI or anything like that because I don’t do anything.” These comments align with the nothing to hide trope (Madden & Rainie, 2015), which argues that only “bad” people have things they want to keep private. For example, John said, “If you’re gonna be that concerned about a device listening in, chances are you’re probably doing something you really don’t want people overhearing.”

Others’ comments referenced a bigger challenge with data ownership: as VBAs are merely the latest in an ongoing expansion of data-hungry technologies, some felt they no longer own their data—and thus lack ways to meaningfully control it. For example, Charlotte said,

I think there are video cameras on every street. They are watching us everywhere; they are listening to our every peep and move . . . I guess I don’t know how to prevent that or what to think about it. It just doesn’t seem like there’s a lot of privacy anymore.

Some users framed potential privacy risks in relation to other privacy/security threats, rationalizing their VBA use in ways that reflected broader attitudes toward privacy that go beyond data shared through device interaction. As Anthony noted, “The bigger security concern is if I use Alexa to purchase something. Is that machine any more vulnerable when I put my credit card into a dozen different websites? That level of security is what I’d be most worried about.”

In light of their perceived lack of control, these participants may have instead prioritized the perceived benefits of VBAs as part of their privacy calculus. Brian reflected broadly on this when he said,

no matter what technology you use, I feel like if they want to find something, they can find out . . . your phone is tracked wherever you go, so they can tell you your whole life story if they wanted to.

Participants also shared examples that highlighted their lack of control. Kyle noted that data breaches at major corporations suggest that our data is already “out there,” while Anne spoke about searching for something on Google only to see ads for that product on other sites.

The belief that data collection and surveillance are omnipresent—and that individuals have little control over what data is collected and who has access to it—led to a sense of apathy and resignation toward data collection among many people we spoke with. Jackie said “it’s useless to fight” to protect personal data, and that the increasing reliance on technology
will lead future generations to “be even more used to technology . . . People are just going to accept this information.” Veronica echoed this sentiment, saying, “I don’t think there’s running away from technology that we can do efficiently in this age, and I don’t mind.”

Veronica’s comment that she “doesn’t mind” technological advances was reflected in several comments that align with the privacy calculus people engage in when deciding if and how to use technologies. For example, Adam said, “I feel like a lot of these companies are collecting these data anyways. I don’t like that they do, but if they’re going to collect it, I’d rather get the most utility out of it as possible.” In that same session, Jay added, “I realized if I’m gonna have a modern smartphone, I’m always gonna have that technology and I can’t guarantee it’s turned off, so I might as well use it. I mean, it’s built in—there’s no escaping it.”

Nonusers stressed the need for trustworthy providers and control over access to information before they would consider adopting VBAs. While many VBA users shared feelings of resignation toward data collection, those who had not adopted VBAs expressed a range of privacy concerns when describing their decision not to use them. Participants’ comments referenced trust-related concerns, as well as a desire to control access to their data, reflecting the need to mitigate potential boundary turbulence before adopting VBAs.

Nonusers referenced their use of other Google or Amazon services and data they already shared with these companies. Unlike VBA users, who rationalized their use by saying the company already had their data, nonusers wanted to minimize the data these tech giants had about them, so their privacy calculus was somewhat different. Jada said, “I have a Google phone and Google accounts. I feel like Google knows everything about my life. But I still worry about setting myself up to use a device that would know more information about me.” Trust also played an important role, which Gwen noted:

I think there’s a bit of a trust factor for me. I don’t really trust the corporations, so I’m only willing to let them into parts of my life where I’m like, “Okay, this is really useful.” And I also think as we get more smart devices around our home, it’s just easier for them to be hacked, and I think that’s going to happen more and more.

Likewise, Leah expressed concerns about trading personal information for minimal benefits, like using VBAs to play music:

It’s one more thing that is used to collect data on you; I assume it’s one more thing that can be hacked. I’m old-fashioned. I’m happy with the radio and CDs [compact discs]. I can take those extra four steps to the radio or CD player and turn it on.

At the time of data collection, several media reports had identified bugs with Amazon’s Echo devices, including a heavily covered story of Alexa laughing without being prompted (Chokshi, 2018). From a CPM perspective, such accounts can be viewed as instances of turbulence, as they violate people’s expectations of how the device works, what data it collects, and how it uses that data. In interpersonal relationships, individuals may re-negotiate rules following such turbulence; in the case of VBA nonusers, such stories may reify their choice. Cliff shared:
When the review units of the . . . Google Home Mini went out, the button was constantly pushed to listen by manufacturing defect. So here's a device that's constantly listening and they get updates continuously from the server. Let's say somebody wanted to change it; how hard would that be to get it to change?

Walter stopped using Google Assistant after hearing concerning news stories “of people just mentioning certain words and suddenly, boom, the phone's responding.” He also worried about weak security protocols in IoT devices making everything more vulnerable: “I don't want to have the ability to turn on and off a light and someone can come in and steal what's on my hard drive.”

Other participants worried about unknowns associated with these devices, including how their data could be used in the future and security risks posed by the wider IoT ecosystem. Wade pointed to the newness of these technologies and the lack of existing legislation to protect consumers:

Probably the biggest drawback for me in terms of not wanting to get one is there's a lot of unknowns, it's all pretty new. Until there's legal precedent, or more history behind it, I don't really want to jump into it.

Likewise, Nina felt the lack of clarity in data collection processes was unnerving, saying, “I don't want a corporation listening to what's going on in my household. I don't know what it's recording. I don't know what it's being done with that information.”

**RQ2: Shifts in Privacy Attitudes Across Types of VBA Devices**

Our second research question considered how participants responded to advances in VBAs’ features. Initially only available on smartphones, VBAs have expanded to a variety of home devices, including versions with cameras and screens. Features in newer versions of smart speakers aim to reduce friction between users and the task they want to accomplish, which requires greater access to user data and complicates communication processes. Participants discussed their (dis)comfort with these features, and across both users and nonusers, they described newer VBAs—and smart technologies more broadly—as increasingly “creepy,” which echoes previous research looking at user perceptions of data collection by mobile apps (Shklovski et al., 2014).

As devices move from phones to homes, friction decreases and privacy concerns increase. During each focus group, we began by discussing phone-based VBAs, including Apple's Siri and Google's Assistant. Most participants reported using phone-based VBAs at some point, although they often described technical issues that limited device utility. For example, participants described having a hard time accomplishing tasks, like when Jordan said he didn't use Siri much because “she didn't really accomplish [requests I gave her] well.” Jordan used both the Amazon Echo and Google Home and was much more favorable toward home-based VBAs.

Some participants referenced specific VBA features when describing their concerns. For example, Jin said, “I don't feel like Siri is listening [all the time], because she doesn't turn
on unless I press my home button and say ‘Hi, Siri.’” Erika echoed this, saying, “I don’t have an Alexa or Google Home. But I have Google [Assistant] on my phone . . . and I really like that I have to trigger it.” Renee suggested that explicit triggering features kept VBAs from entering “creepy” territory: “If you have to trigger it, it’s not creepy. . . . I don’t mind saying ‘Okay, Google,’ but if it’s still listening and I don’t want it to be listening anymore, that’s creepy.” Importantly, different VBAs have different activation features, but home devices are typically activated by voice alone, whereas the original versions of Siri and Google Assistant required users to hold down a button to activate the feature. Home VBAs may have a “mute” button, but this significantly reduces the utility of the device, and prior research suggests they are not widely used (Lau et al., 2018).

Many participants expressed concern that their speakers were always listening—not just when they spoke the activation phrase—based on personal experiences. For example, Marilyn said, “She’s [Alexa] definitely always listening because randomly she thinks she hears ‘Alexa’ but we never said that and she will start talking. In that aspect, it’s clear that they are always listening and who knows if they are saving [it].” Relatedly, some users expressed concerns that anyone could trigger the device, like when Faith described a movie setting off her Echo device: “It’s kind of creepy because we’d be watching in the living room and the dad would shout the daughter’s name [Alexis] and all of a sudden you’d hear, ‘I’m sorry, I didn’t quite catch that.’”

Addressing these perceived risks requires trust between users and the companies providing these devices, especially given that it is often unclear what data is being collected and how it is used. But this also raises questions of whether the companies should be trusted. This sentiment was highlighted by Huong, who said, “We’re trusting Google that what they show me . . . is what they kept. For the most part, I trust Google on that, and Amazon. But there’s that open concern; it’s like, what are you opening yourself up to?” Building on this, participants expressed concerns about not knowing when these devices were listening and how much they captured. Jackie said:

... it’s always listening for you to say “Alexa.” Do I really know it’s not listening to other things? What if it’s listening to a conversation about my religious or political beliefs and it’s tagging things? I don’t want to sound paranoid, but I really don’t trust corporations and I don’t trust the government to not do those things just because they say it’s wrong.

Because of these concerns, several participants said they refused to put home-based VBAs in particularly private places like bedrooms. James said he wouldn’t even put a TV in his bedroom because of privacy concerns. Likewise, Chen described why she removed her Echo device from her bedroom:

I’m really concerned about privacy . . . I remember at first when I put it in my bedroom, and we talked about my son whose name is Max. I don’t know what the similarity was, maybe Alexa and Max. And it started to work and joined the conversation. So it made me mad.
From listening to seeing, newest VBAs are perceived as creepy and invasive. In each session, participants viewed an Amazon-produced Echo Show commercial and discussed their reactions. In several sessions, a related product (the Echo Look) came up because it shared camera features with the Show. While some participants noted the benefits of more advanced VBAs (e.g., Huong described the convenience of having a screen so she can see how much time is left after setting a timer), the word “creepy” emerged repeatedly, without prompting, by users and nonusers in nearly all focus groups.

The main Echo Show feature that provoked strong responses from participants was the “Drop-In” feature, which Amazon describes as a “two-way intercom.” For this feature to work, users create a list of approved contacts they can connect with. Once a contact approves this privilege, they can instantly connect via audio (on Echo devices) or video (on the Echo Show). One participant, Sun-Joo, shared her experiences trying out Drop-In on her Echo Dot, describing tensions between feeling connected to her family and being too connected:

I don’t need them to call me every minute of the day. If it tells them I’m active, they know I’m home, so if I don’t answer, I get a text message, “Hey, where are you? I just tried to call you.” . . . I’m trying to find a balance.

No other participants had direct experience with the feature.

Immediate reactions after watching the commercial reflected wariness toward features like Drop-In, with participants describing them as creepy and invasive. For example, Liz said, “I’m the kind of person that has a piece of tape over my computer camera because I don’t trust it. So the Drop-In thing, that’s creepy.” Likewise, Walter described the stress of having to be more aware of what he did in private spaces. Speaking about the Echo Look—described as a “Hands-Free Camera and Style Assistant with Alexa”—he asked, “What happens when you come out of the shower and it takes a picture of your body and tells you you need to diet, you need to exercise more?” Multiple participants expressed concerns about Echo devices equipped with cameras, especially since the Look is marketed for bedroom use (to provide feedback on outfits). Olivia said:

I feel a little uncomfortable with the idea of a camera that could always be on because they always say cover your laptop camera . . . if you had something that had a camera that was looking into your bedroom or an intimate space, I feel like that’s really creepy. If somebody were to hack that or hack a Drop-In and just like, actively watch you . . . I don’t like that.

While participants’ initial reaction to the Echo Show captured its general “creepiness,” their comments also reflected feelings of weariness toward and being overwhelmed by more invasive technologies that collected more data, both in terms of quantity and quality. These devices led them to think about more things that could go wrong (e.g., camera positioning, being careful about what you say near the device)—such as when Huong said, “I don’t have a problem with pointing cameras outside, but I’m not too comfortable with the cameras inside always on”—or to voice displeasure with technology making them always accessible, as when Sun-Joo described her experience with the Drop-In feature (detailed above).
Managing devices could also get overwhelming, as when John described conflicting feelings about his devices:

There are times when I very much love having everything connected and hooked up. But then, after awhile, it just gets a little bit where I’m like this is too much. And trying to find that balance is definitely an interesting tightrope to walk because I definitely see the advantages and benefits of it, but at the same time, I’m like, you know, is it too much?

Moving beyond VBAs to consider the wider ecosystem of smart devices in homes—as well as improvements in machine learning that enable devices to make better predictions—these themes of wariness and weariness were exacerbated further. Some participants expressed discomfort with widespread data collection and sharing between companies, while others expressed concerns related to the increasing reliance on technology to accomplish basic tasks. For example, Rebecca asked, “Where do we draw the line? To the point where we’re 100% dependent upon devices doing certain things for us?” Zack also pushed back against extreme customization, sharing how he tried to sabotage the underlying algorithm in his VBA: “I’ve been trying to feed it specific information and it fails in so many ways to get any type of personalized response.”

Discussion

In this study, we have explored the role that privacy considerations play in (non-)use of voice-based assistants (VBAs), as well as how privacy concerns are shifting as smart technologies add new features, collect more data, and become better equipped to make inferences and recommendations based on user data. VBAs help us better understand human-machine communication, as users vocally interact with smart speakers to accomplish a variety of tasks (Guzman, 2020). Researchers have described VBAs, and the smart speakers that house them, as hybrids between humans and machines (Weidmüller, 2022) and have found that users attribute human-like characteristics to them (Etzrodt & Engesser, 2021; Garcia et al., 2018; Guzman, 2020). VBAs also provide an important case study for evaluating privacy risks of broader IoT ecosystems because of how they are perceived by users, where they are used (private spaces), the types of data they collect (audio/video), and their function as a hub for a range of smart home devices.

CPM (Petronio, 2002; Petronio et al., 2021) provides a useful framework for considering how people balance the benefits and risks of technologies like VBAs. Recent studies have extended this theory—which was developed to address interpersonal relationships—to human-machine interactions (e.g., Kang & Oh, 2021; Xu et al., 2022). In this paper, we build on these studies to consider how both users and nonusers rationalize decisions related to these devices, using data from focus groups to unpack the complex set of factors that influence these decisions.

CPM is guided by a set of assumptions that helps explain why so many users we spoke to expressed cynicism and apathy toward data privacy. In interpersonal relationships, people negotiate rules related to ownership and control of personal information—and re-negotiate
those rules when they experience privacy breakdowns (Petronio et al., 2021). One’s relationship with a VBA—and by extension the company that manages that VBA—is much more one-sided, with users often having to agree to certain rules and restrictions via terms of use. It is unsurprising, then, that participants felt less agency and described their data as already being “out there” when news stories regularly highlight data breaches, scandals, and other uses of their data that go beyond expectations (Sheshadri et al., 2017).

CPM helps us move beyond simple explanations that people “just don’t care” about their privacy anymore, a sentiment suggested in many studies of technology use. For example, work evaluating privacy attitudes toward IoT found that perceived benefits and organizational trust positively influenced willingness to share personal information, but perceived risks and information sensitivity had no effect on use (Kim et al., 2019). The authors suggest consumers place higher value on the benefits of these technologies and “do not pay much attention” (p. 278) to IoT-based privacy risks. Such an interpretation may apply to active VBA users, but it does not address the privacy concerns raised by nonusers—many of whom noted their concerns were a major factor in the decision to not use VBA devices. For nonusers, organizational trust may be lower—a factor prior work has associated with VBA nonusers (Lau et al., 2018)—and their desire for data control likely supersedes perceived benefits when making purchasing decisions.

More than a decade ago, boyd (2010) noted that networked publics like social media were blurring boundaries between public and private spaces. We argue that smart devices further complicate this blurring due to their widespread popularity, the passive nature of most data collection, and the limited ability to view and edit that data. This limited access to data makes it exceedingly challenging to identify rule violations. Rather, users must trust companies are abiding by the rules they’ve laid out in their terms of use; even when a rule is violated, there is often little recourse outside of unplugging or removing the device.

CPM focuses on boundary regulation—individuals negotiate how thick or thin a boundary should be for a given piece of private information (Petronio et al., 2021). More sensitive information tends to have thicker boundaries to better protect it from undesired access, while thinner boundaries enable easier flow of information. Our contemporary technological ecosystem increasingly relies on thin boundaries to facilitate the flow of data from individuals to other people (e.g., through social media posts) and companies (e.g., through automated data collection). Researchers have sometimes framed this focus on increasing boundary permeability in terms of “information friction” (e.g., Floridi, 2005), which describes the amount of work required for an entity to access another’s information. VBAs provide an example of how this concept works in practice: by default, devices are always listening for a “wake word”—this reduces friction for a person interacting with the device, but increases risks related to inappropriate or unintended data flows. To increase friction, one could use the mute button; however, by removing hands-free interaction, a primary benefit of smart devices is lost. Friction can also be embodied in privacy settings and features that help verify users’ intentional interaction with a smart device, and can be useful in verifying things are operating as they should; however, research suggests that users rarely employ available privacy settings (Lau et al., 2018; Malkin et al., 2019).

Individuals’ ability to engage in boundary regulation is further challenged when the “rules” constantly change, as can be seen in both updates to terms of use and in the frequent
release of new or updated technologies. Participants discussed concerns about feature creep—the ongoing expansion of device features that facilitate additional data collection and monitoring (Surowiecki, 2007). Participants worried that devices were always listening, and their concerns increased for newer devices with cameras. Concerns also emerged from uncertainty around when devices collected data and what happened to collected data. In 2019, Amazon responded to these concerns by adding new features to allow users to repeat their last command and to explain why it made a recommendation (Ellis, 2019); however, such features focus on transparency rather than providing opportunities to regulate boundaries and control information flows.

What would boundary regulation of VBA data look like? One example is IoT Inspector (Huang et al., 2020), which allows users to capture, analyze, and visualize network traffic generated within their smart homes. Researchers continue to develop ways to increase users’ awareness of data flows generated from smart devices (see, for example, Thakkar et al., 2022)—something many of our participants expressed a desire to see in new devices. We hope that future work continues to explore options for helping users negotiate their interactions with machines as they are increasingly confronted with challenges to privacy-based decision-making.

**Conclusion**

Research suggests IoT technologies will continue to expand over the next decade, as will the push toward creating smart home ecosystems that provide instant access to and control over one’s home environment. With such expansion comes greater privacy risks, and we must continue to evaluate how users assess and respond to these risks. By extending CPM to human-machine interactions, we can further explore how communication behaviors—including the disclosure of private information—are shaped by the features and affordances of these technologies.

Such evaluations can also inform future designs of sociotechnical systems to empower users through flexible and intuitive interfaces that provide more transparency about what data is collected and more control over how data is used. Given that our participants expressed concerns regarding AI and devices that collect a greater variety and quantity of data, it becomes even more important to provide users with ways to increase friction and restrict data flows. Skeba and Baumer (2020) provide a useful initial consideration of how the use of AI, algorithms, and big data reduce friction and impact privacy, but more research is needed in this space. Finally, future research in this space must consider how to effectively communicate information about data collection and use so people can make fully informed decisions before sharing their data.
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